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We see an opportunity to tap into a wider set of “financial” needs

Oliver Wyman financial needs hexagon

Top 5 global financial needs for the mass market
% Of respondents rating needs as relevant

GROW
Need to grow my savings most
optimally

BORROW
Need to obtain
funds at the right
time and price

SAFEGUARD
Need to protect
against
undesired
events

EARN
Need to optimize
my earnings

TRANSFER
Need to easily
transfer funds
anytime,
anywhere
SPEND
Need to spend more wisely
Traditional FS needs

Best possible Consistent
price on
income on a
essential weekly/monthly
goods
basis

Safe place
for savings
with a good
interest rate

Visibility into
available
budget and
guidance on
spending

Easy/instant
transfer
anytime,
anywhere

Non-Traditional FS needs

Source: Oliver Wyman – “The State of the Financial Services Industry 2018 – The customer value gap: re-calculating route”
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We believe big lessons can be learnt from innovators

Example of innovators addressing evolving needs

UNDERWRITING
OPTIMIZATION

LOSS
AVOIDANCE

INCOME
GENERATION

ASSET
LIQUIDATION

INVESTMENT
ADVISORY

SHOPPING
OPTIMIZATION

Underwriters use
analytics on broad
sets of data
to assess
underwriting risks
and optimize
pricing in
insurance
and lending

Emerging players
focus on detecting
and preventing
loss-causing
events before they
occur via use of
sensors/IoT
Technology

Host of various
applications provide
people means to
utilize their time
and skills in a
flexible way and
earn additional
income

E-Commerce
marketplaces
provide setting to
quickly sell goods
and services
to obtain cash
when necessary

Robo-advisors with
low account
minimums and
management fees
help maximize
investment gains

Alternative retailers,
travel fare
aggregators,
and rebate and
coupon sites help
customers save
through lower
prices, or
cash-backs
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SoFi
CommonBond
Betterview
Snapshot
Cover Genius

Ring
Notion
Zendrive
Nauto
Neos

Uber
Didi Chuxing
Airbnb
TaskRabbit
Etsy

ebay
Craigslist
Letgo
Ganji
Bualo Exchange

Betterment
Wealthsimple
WiseBanyan
Nutmeg
Xuanji

Jet.com
Boxed
Ebates
Alibaba.com
Priceline Group

Source: Oliver Wyman – “The State of the Financial Services Industry 2018 – The customer value gap: re-calculating route”
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As these trends have a dramatic impact on market consumers, LifeMapsolutions will emerge a Google Maps for financial lives
Daniel & Shelly
begin to shift their
work-life balance
in favor of travel

Financial roadmap – Daniel, Shelly, and their daughter Sue

Sue in college with a
grant Daniel & Shelly
help Sue with tuition

Daniel engages with
LifeMap for Money

Daniel gets in a car
accident. His insurance
does not cover bills and
he must take 6 month off

Sue graduates
and finds a job
as a software
engineer

Daniel & Shelly spend
savings on big trip to
celebrate retirement
€140 K

Debt paid off

Shelly becomes
an Uber driver
for extra income
!

Roadmap recommended by “LifeMap”
Daniel& Shelly’s actual path
Daniel & Shelly’s path without “LifeMap”

Household
networth: €80 K

€70 K

“LifeMap for Money” solutions
• ActiveCruiseControl
• Shopping Optimizer
• Special Savings Account
• Education Advisor
• Job Connector
• Debt Consolidator
Source: Oliver Wyman – “The State of the Financial Services Industry 2018 – The customer value gap: re-calculating route”
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QUALIFICATIONS,
ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING
CONDITIONS

This report is for the exclusive use of the Oliver Wyman client named herein. This report is not intended for general circulation or
publication, nor is it to be reproduced, quoted or distributed for any purpose without the prior written permission of Oliver Wyman.
There are no third party beneficiaries with respect to this report, and Oliver Wyman does not accept any liability to any third party.
Information furnished by others, upon which all or portions of this report are based, is believed to be reliable but has not been
independently verified, unless otherwise expressly indicated. Public information and industry and statistical data are from sources
we deem to be reliable; however, we make no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. The
findings contained in this report may contain predictions based on current data and historical trends. Any such predictions are
subject to inherent risks and uncertainties. Oliver Wyman accepts no responsibility for actual results or future events.
The opinions expressed in this report are valid only for the purpose stated herein and as of the date of this report. No obligation
is assumed to revise this report to reflect changes, events or conditions, which occur subsequent to the date hereof.
All decisions in connection with the implementation or use of advice or recommendations contained in this report are the sole
responsibility of the client. This report does not represent investment advice nor does it provide an opinion regarding the fairness
of any transaction to any and all parties.

